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Congress and Administrative Policymaking:
Identifying Congressional Veto Power

Abstract

The ability of presidents to unilaterally shape administrative policymaking chal-
lenges a foundation of congressional power: rarely can Congress statutorily veto ad-
ministrative actions over presidential opposition. Consequently, Congress has turned
to other means of influence, including the appropriations and oversight processes, al-
though questions remain about the degree to which they have been effective. To inves-
tigate, I study a spatial model of administrative policymaking that assumes Congress
can execute a legislative veto, as well as a baseline model where congressional influence
requires a coalition with the president. I compare the two models and develop em-
pirical tests that exploit instances where their implications differ. Applying the tests
to data on federal regulatory policymaking shows consistent evidence that Congress
exerts veto power over administrative activity, even over those actions endorsed by the
president. I conclude by discussing some broader implications, including the extent to
which existing studies understate the constraints on presidential power.

Replication Materials: The data, code, and any additional materials required to replicate
all analyses in this article are available on the American Journal of Political Science Dataverse
within the Harvard Dataverse Network, at: http://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/STXADQ.

word count: 9,885
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1 Introduction

While separation-of-powers systems are typically designed to induce policymaking agreement

between the executive and legislative branches, actors within each branch have obvious incen-

tives to shape policy unilaterally. Presidents, for example, may seek to sidestep cooperation

with the legislature when they can move policy by decree, such as with directives that mo-

bilize administrative agencies to take action (Mayer 2002; Howell 2003). Legislatures may

be inclined to constrain this activity (Deering and Maltzman 1999), although less is known

about the conditions under which they can effectively do so, such as the extent to which

Congress can block administrative activity that is initiated, or endorsed, by the president—

that is, a display of Congress’s informal veto power.1

One indication that Congress may have such power is that Congress often requests,

either in statute or in committee reports, that administrative agencies obtain congressional

approval before taking certain actions (Berry 2016; Fisher 1993). While these requests

are suggestive that Congress has influence over administrative policymaking, Congress has

lacked a formal, ready-made mechanism to ensure compliance with these requests since

the legislative veto was ruled unconstitutional in INS v. Chadha (1983).2 Consequently,

Congress now depends on alternative ways to influence administrators, such as its leverage

over the appropriations process (Macdonald 2010), or the ability to unilaterally investigate

administrative actors with hearings, subpoenas and related actions (Kriner and Schwartz

2008; Kriner and Schickler 2016). In theory, these tools give Congress a way to coerce policy

concessions out of administrators, even over the objection of the president. A lingering

1I use informal here to refer to effective power, not power derived from the formal pre-

rogatives defined by the Constitution or legislative rules.

2Before Chadha, there is some evidence that Congress alone could influence administrative

policymaking (Weingast and Moran 1983).
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question, however, is the extent to which they shift administrative policymaking in the

direction Congress prefers, as though Congress had veto power.

Recent power shifts in the constitutional system have made this question timely. Today,

presidents appear more powerful both in absolute terms and relative to Congress. Presidents

have increased the number of political appointees exempt from Senate confirmation, which

has both added to the total number of appointees under the president’s thumb and also the

proportion that bypass Congress’s approval (Lewis 2008). Presidents have also grown the

size and influence of the Executive Office of the President (EOP), notably by creating new

programs and offices through presidential directives, such as the regulatory review process,

which, among other advantages, allows the White House to overrule the policy judgment of

agency administrators—even those administrators who Congress endows with formal decision

rights (Heinzerling 2014). At each turn, Congress seems, by and large, to be outmaneuvered.

Nonetheless, there are reasons to think that Congress’s role in administrative policymaking

has not been eclipsed.

In this paper, I build upon recent studies, like Macdonald (2010), that have shown how

Congress can retain influence over the administrative process, even in a post-Chadha envi-

ronment and despite the growth of presidential power. To do so, I evaluate whether admin-

istrative policymaking itself moves in a way that is consistent with a model where Congress

holds an effective veto over policy change. This requires shifting the analytical focus away

from actions taken by Congress, where congressional oversight studies are typically oriented,

and toward actions taken by administrators—that is, moving the lens from the principal

to the agent. A key advantage in doing so is to avoid some well-known inferential chal-

lenges that can affect studies of congressional influence, e.g. Miller (2005) and Weingast and

Moran (1983). In short, measuring what Congress does may provide an incomplete picture

about what Congress achieves, at least with respect to who is in control of administrative
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policymaking.3 As one lawmaker bluntly reflected on his use of oversight hearings

I do not have to use hearings as a formal threat because the executive already

knows that the threat exists. This is just understood. It seldom has to be

discussed explicitly (lawmaker interviewed by Ogul (1976, pp. 161 - 162)).

With respect to Congress’s use of appropriations riders, for example, the actual number of

riders is dwarfed by the amount of administrative activity overall (Macdonald 2010). Perhaps

riders are infrequently used because they are not particularly influential; maybe they just

slow down, but do not stop determined administrators. Or perhaps, along the lines of the

above quote, riders are so influential that they only need to be used sparingly.

To address these inferential challenges, I develop a theoretical framework of administra-

tive policymaking where an agency sets policy subject to a veto by her political overseers,

namely Congress and the president. From this basic framework, I construct two derivative

models: one where both the president and Congress have unilateral veto rights over the

agency’s proposals (the legislative veto model) and one where the president has unilateral

veto rights and Congress’s influence is limited to instances where a coalition can be formed

with the president, reflecting the conditions needed for statutory control (the baseline model).

(The baseline model is broadly consistent with models of presidential unilateralism, since

only the president can exert unilateral influence over the agency.) To identify evidence of

Congress’s veto power, I compare the implications of the two models and focus my empirical

tests on where they differ, that is, where their predictions are not observationally equiva-

3To offer one example, while Congress continues to include veto-like provisions in statutes,

such as requiring agencies to obtain the approval of the Appropriations Committee before

taking a specified action (Berry 2016), presidents frequently use signing statements to claim a

constitutional objection to such provisions, raising questions about whether the pre-approval

requirements that Congress asserts are actually influencing administrative policy.
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lent. A key methodological advantage of this approach is that any empirical support for

one model, such as the model where Congress has veto rights, necessarily falsifies the other

model. This eliminates ambiguous conclusions, such as one where Congress appears to have

veto power, but the possibility that Congress relies on the president’s veto power cannot be

ruled out.

I take the tests to data on federal regulatory policymaking. Regulation accounts for

just one area of administrative policymaking, although a notably salient one that, among

other features, has captured the attention of both branches for decades (Harris and Milkis

1996), continues to be a target of congressional oversight activity (Macdonald 2013) and

provides a relatively hard case for uncovering evidence of congressional influence because it

is the president, not Congress, that has arguably built up the larger institutional capacity

to influence this policy area (Wiseman 2009; Acs 2018).

The empirical tests suggest that veto power should manifest in both an agency’s policy-

making productivity and the rate at which an agency withdraws pending policy proposals.

To briefly preview some of the results, all of which are consistent with only the legisla-

tive veto model, I find that administrative productivity declines during divided government

(Yackee and Yackee 2009). I also find that changes in the partisanship of Congress increase

the rate at which agencies withdraw their pending policy proposals—proposals that have

been effectively endorsed by the president (O’Connell 2011). These withdrawals also come

disproportionately from agencies that are ideologically distant to the new Congress.

To put the scope of Congress’s apparent veto power in perspective, it is illuminating to

compare the anticipatory effects of a veto, such as when an agency withdraws a regulatory

proposal, to the volume of measurable actions taken by Congress to block specific proposals

(i.e., the observed vetoes), as has been the focus of other studies. There are, for example, just

over 20 riders issued by Congress each year to block agency regulations (Macdonald 2010,

p.780). By my estimates, however, a transition from unified to divided government when the
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party of Congress changes is associated with an average of nearly 300 withdrawals during

the year of the transition.4 Thus, while riders may be sufficient to block administrative

activity, they do not appear to be necessary; the mere threat that these and other oversight

tools could be used, as brought upon by a change in congressional preferences, appears to

be sufficient to persuade administrators to change course.

This paper contributes to the study of policymaking in a separation-of-powers system.

Most directly, I identify the extent of Congress’s veto power over administrative policymak-

ing. In doing so, I build upon studies that have analyzed a host of ways in which Congress

can constrain administrators without buy-in from the president and without a veto-proof

coalition (Macdonald 2010; Kriner and Schickler 2016). The analysis also raises questions

about the degree to which presidents are constrained in their ability to act unilaterally. Many

models of presidential decision-making assume that only a veto-proof coalition can stop the

president from setting administrative policy (Howell 2003; Deering and Maltzman 1999).

Similarly, a number of influential models of congressional oversight focus almost exclusively

on Congress’s statutory check on administrative activity (Ferejohn and Shipan 1990; Shipan

2004). In either case, the evidence presented here suggests that the bar for Congress to

exert influence over the administrative process is substantially lower. More generally, the

evidence also suggests that Congress’s delegation of policymaking authority to the adminis-

trative state is not as complete as commonly assumed (Epstein and O’Halloran 1999), or, put

differently, that the hurdles to reneging on delegated authority are not as high (Callander

and Krehbiel 2014). This has implications for the efficiency of administrative policymaking,

especially if it has a chilling effect on the willingness of administrators to invest in expertise

(Gailmard and Patty 2012).

4Notably, riders do not appear to increase after transitions (Macdonald 2013), although

following the 1994 congressional transition, congressional committees did hand out “well

over a thousand subpoenas to Clinton administration officials” (Oleszek 2011).
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2 The Legislative Veto

For much of U.S. history, the cornerstone of Congress’s ability to block administrative activity

has been the legislative veto, which allowed Congress to overturn administrative actions

without the signature of the president. In 1983, however, such legislative vetoes were ruled

unconstitutional by the landmark decision INS v. Chadha. Despite the ruling, Congress has

nonetheless continued to write statutes as if it retained a veto over agency policymaking.

For example, statutes often state that agencies should seek pre-approval from committees for

certain actions, or at least provide notice before taking action (Fisher 1993; Berry 2016). Of

course, Congress can no longer formally veto agency actions, so it has refined other ways to

maintain influence. As Fisher (1993, p. 292) puts it, the court’s decision in Chadha “simply

drives underground a set of legislative and committee vetoes that formerly operated in plain

sight.”

One way in which the legislative veto has been recast since Chadha, at least to a degree,

is through the use of limitation riders in the appropriations process (Macdonald 2010), a

development that took off, perhaps not coincidentally, in the wake of the Chadha decision

(Aldrich and Rohde 2000; Lazarus 2005). Riders technically allow Congress to hold up

specific administrative activities by restricting funds in annual appropriations bills.5 While

each appropriations bill still requires the president’s signature, the appropriations process

can give Congress a degree of informal veto power over administrative activities due to the

nature of the bargaining game the branches play (Macdonald 2010; Kiewiet and McCubbins

1988). Of course the appropriations process itself is formal, but the leverage it can yield to

Congress to effectively veto administrative actions is informal in that there is no provision,

constitutional or otherwise, that says Congress has the right to stop funding to an agency

5Riders are supposed to be limited to budgetary issues, though they can include more

substantive policy changes (Lazarus 2005).
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and the president must accept it. Instead, it is the bargaining game played between the

president and Congress that creates such leverage (Romer and Rosenthal 1978): Congress

has proposal power (the president can only accept or reject appropriations legislation) and,

critically, the reversion point of defunding part of the government by rejecting the proposal

is, for the most part, highly undesirable for the president. Congress can use this leverage

to effectively veto administrative policy proposals, although only to a point (Hassell and

Kernell 2016).6

Outside of the appropriations process, lawmakers have a host of oversight tools that

provide Congress with an additional source of potential veto power. These tools do not

legally block agencies from taking action, as an appropriations rider would, but they can

have the same effect if they can shift an agency’s political calculus. Recently, for example,

both the House and Senate wrote bipartisan letters to the Center for Medicare Services

(CMS) urging the agency to stop progress on a proposed regulation to change physician

reimbursements for pharmaceuticals. CMS promptly shelved the proposed rule, despite

the Obama administration’s initial plans to have it finalized within months of publishing

the proposed rule.7 More aggressively, Congress can subject administrative policymakers

to hearings and subpoenas (MacDonald and McGrath 2016; Kriner and Schwartz 2008;

Ainsworth, Harward, and Moffett 2012). Like letters, these activities also do not have binding

policy consequences, although they may have influence nonetheless (Christenson and Kriner

6The appropriations process also produces statutory language and detailed committee

reports that request that agencies seek explicit committee approval before taking certain ac-

tions, potentially putting further constraints on agencies (Berry 2016). While these requests

have an ambiguous constitutional basis after INS v. Chadha, the threat of a rider may ensure

that they are nonetheless honored.

7 See Medicare Program; Part B Drug Payment Model, proposed rule, Federal Register

13230, Vol. 81, No. 48, March 11, 2016.
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2014), such as by diminishing agency morale (Marvel and McGrath 2016), undermining an

agency’s public support (Kriner and Schickler 2016), paralyzing agency decision-making by

diverting the attention of its top officials (Oleszek 2011), or warning the agency that Congress

has the resolve to explore more severe punitive measures (Cameron and Rosendorff 1993).8

While all of these actions taken by Congress can be explored further in isolation, as many of

the above studies have done, my focus here is on how the extent of their collective influence

can be detected empirically.

3 Identifying Veto Power

In order to identify whether Congress does exert a degree of veto power over administrators,

I look at whether shifts in congressional preferences are associated with shifts in administra-

tive outputs (Weingast and Moran 1983). As discussed, this is a pivot away from a number

of important studies that use actions taken by Congress to draw inferences about Congress’s

influence, such as those that have looked at appropriations riders (Macdonald 2010) and

hearings (Kriner and Schwartz 2008; Wood and Waterman 1991). While I return to these

studies later, and put them in context with the theoretical framework developed here, I

focus my analysis on actions taken by administrators, not Congress, for two key reasons.

First, setting aside the specific oversight action allows for identification of a broader scope

of congressional influence—clearly there is a tradeoff between narrowly isolating the effect

of one type of action, like oversight hearings, and broadly estimating Congress’s influence

in the aggregate. A second advantage to focusing on administrative output is that, as dis-

8In addition to having influence, these oversight tools also appear to be pervasive, as

suggested by a survey of agency personnel where 89 percent of political appointees and 82

percent of high-level career staff reported experiencing “micromanagement” from Congress

(Aberbach and Rockman 2001, p.121).
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cussed, Congress may not need to take action if administrators can anticipate congressional

preferences and shift behavior accordingly; in short, Congress can exert veto power without

issuing vetoes.

In the analysis that follows, congressional preferences are assumed to be exogenous and

changes in administrative outputs are assumed to be endogenous. This setup alone, however,

is not sufficient to ensure identification of Congress’s influence over administrators. Admin-

istrative outputs are the result of interdependent decisions by agencies and their political

overseers. For example, an agency’s decision to propose a regulatory policy (or not) depends

on the agency’s expectations about how these overseers will react—a calculus that needs

to be unraveled in order to infer whether congressional preferences constrain the agency,

as opposed to, for example, the influence of the president. To this end, I turn next to a

theoretical framework of administrative policymaking.

3.1 Theoretical Framework

I study a three-player game where an administrative (A)gency makes a policy proposal that

is subject to a veto by the Agency’s political overseers, a (L)egislature and an (E)xecutive, a

sequence that broadly resembles other uni-dimensional spatial models of agency policymak-

ing (Ferejohn and Shipan 1990; Shipan 2004; Macdonald 2010). The Executive’s veto right

can be motivated by the White House’s ability to centrally review agency policy proposals

and remove key subordinate agents (Wiseman 2009; Acs 2018). The Legislature’s veto right

can be motivated by Congress’s leverage over agency appropriations (Macdonald 2010), and

the deterrence effects associated with costly oversight hearings (Kriner and Schwartz 2008;

Marvel and McGrath 2016), among other pressure points discussed above.9 To capture the

complexity of administrative policymaking, where policy proposals can routinely take years

9The Legislature is unicameral and monolithic, i.e., there is no authorizing committee or

appropriations committee, which, while a stark assumption, keeps the model agnostic about
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from initiation to completion (Kerwin and Furlong 1992), the game is played over two pe-

riods, starting with a policy investment period when the Agency can initiate a proposal

(period one) and followed by a policy realization period when the proposal is finalized (pe-

riod two). Policymaking complexity is also captured by an assumption that the Agency has

private information about the spatial location of the proposal x and the status quo policy

q.10

The game is played in the following sequence. In the first period, the Agency decides

whether to pay a startup cost s to propose x. Each overseer then observes a binary of

whether or not a proposal was made and decides first whether to pay a cost to inspect the

proposal, which would reveal the Agency’s private information, and second whether to veto

the proposal. If the proposal is vetoed, the Agency suffers a reputational cost k and the game

ends. After the first period, a political transition occurs with probability p, which potentially

shuffles the preferences of the overseers; the probability of an executive transition is pE, the

probability of a legislative transition is pL and the probability of no transition is 1−p, where

p = pE + pL.11 In the second period, the Agency first chooses whether to withdraw the

the precise action the Legislature takes to execute a veto, such as which committee is pivotal.

10Furthermore, by limiting the overseers’ intervention to a veto, the model captures (in

a reduced-form way) the idea that expert-driven policies, like the Agency’s proposal, may

have utility-improving features that cannot simply be transferred to a revised version of the

proposal, thus affording the Agency proposal power (Hirsch and Shotts 2012).

11 The transition probabilities are assumed to be exogenous, based inter alia on the state of

the economy or partisan swings, and reflecting the idea that the attention and participation

of the mass public to most administrative policymaking is minimal (Yackee and Yackee 2006;

Coglianese 2006). Appendix A includes an analysis that relaxes this assumption so that the

transition probability is endogenous to the Agency’s proposal decision. Notably, however,

this has little impact on the propositions that follow.
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proposal. If the Agency does not withdraw the proposal, the overseers can pay to inspect

the proposal (if they have not already) and can veto the proposal.12 The game ends either

at the close of the second period, or at any point the proposal is vetoed, withdrawn, or not

issued in the first place, in which case the status quo policy prevails.

The model focuses on preference heterogeneity between two political parties. Each po-

litical overseer belongs to either a (l)eft party or a (r)ight party, both of which have stable

ideal points on a uni-dimensional policy space such that l < r.13 Consequently, government

can be unified or divided; during unified government, the Legislature and Executive occupy

the same point on the policy space and during divided government they occupy two different

points, that is, l and r.

Unlike the overseers, the Agency does not belong to either party, but rather is assumed

to have a fixed ideal point, a, based on other factors like culture, mission or statutory

mandate (Clinton and Lewis 2008). In general, the Agency can be interpreted as reflecting

the preferences of the expert career staff, who embody these long-standing ideological (or

mission-oriented) dispositions, and who play an outsized role in developing and proposing

new policies (McGarity 1991; West and Raso 2013). The Executive can be thought of as

the president’s political staff, such as White House staff or appointees in the agency; both

12The assumption that the Agency cannot change x in period two captures the intu-

ition that complex policies cannot be substantively changed once they have been developed

(Copeland 2010; West 2004).

13This assumption is broadly consistent with the strong correlation between party and

ideology during the period of study (.92 using NOMINATE estimates), and it is motivated

by a desire to generate empirical implications that exploit the relatively large variation in

ideological preferences between the parties, not the more subtle variation of preferences

within parties, such as the spatial gap between presidents and veto-override pivots (Krehbiel

1998)
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typically belong to the same party and have relatively similar ideological preferences (Bertelli

and Grose 2011), and both have the ability to block agency policy proposals. Here, these

executive branch overseers are modeled as a single actor.

The status quo takes one of two values: extreme or moderate, q ∈ {e,m}. The extreme

status quo is far from either party (e.g., l < r < e), and the moderate status quo is located

in the Pareto set between the two parties (e.g., l < m < r), reflecting the idea that political

actors move distant status quos into the gridlock interval over time (Krehbiel 1998, p.41),

and that status quos may drift outward if unattended to (Callander and Krehbiel 2014).

The overseers’ prior belief is that the status quo is extreme with probability π and moderate

with probability 1− π.

Each party has an inspection cost cj, for j = l, r, that is drawn from uniform distribution

F ∼ [0, 1]. The inspection cost broadly reflects the political priorities of each party—that is,

the party’s opportunity cost to investigate the Agency’s proposal. Conducting the inspection

itself could involve subjecting the proposal to the regulatory review process (an executive

inspection) or conducting an oversight hearing, or even a less formal congressional inves-

tigation (a legislative inspection). Each party draws cj prior to conducting an inspection,

although doing so does not bind them to conduct the inspection. Once revealed, cj is public

information and fixed for the remainder of the game.

Each actor’s spatial utility over the final policy outcome ui(y), where y is either the

Agency’s proposal or the status quo policy, is determined by a quadratic function ui =

(xi − y)2, which yields the following utility function for each player:

vA(y; s, k) = −uA(y)− s− k

vi(y; c) = −ui(y)− cj for i ∈ {E,L}.
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3.2 Analysis

Going forward, the analysis focuses on comparing two derivations of the basic game outlined

above. Each derivation, or “model,” differs with respect to how veto rights are allocated

to the overseers. In the baseline model, only the Executive has unilateral veto rights; the

Legislature’s veto right is limited to a collective veto, that is, the Legislative can only veto

the Agency’s proposal when a coalition is formed with the Executive, which broadly reflects

a statutory veto. Intuitively, this model is consistent with the president having dispro-

portionate leverage over administrative policymaking. The second model is the legislative

veto model, where both the Legislature and Executive have unilateral veto rights over the

Agency’s proposal, in addition to being able to collectively veto the proposal. Intuitively, this

model puts both branches on equal footing with respect to their influence over administrative

policymaking.

3.2.1 Equilibrium

Each model has a subgame perfect Bayesian equilibrium where the overseers use Bayes rule

to update beliefs about the location of the status quo after observing a proposal by the

Agency. A full equilibrium consists of strategies taken in each of the two periods. In period

one there is: a proposal strategy for the Agency, a set of updated beliefs for each overseer

about the location of the status quo (conditional on the Agency making a proposal), and an

inspection and veto strategy for each overseer. In period two there is: a withdrawal strategy

for the Agency, a set of updated beliefs for each overseer about the location of the status

quo, and an inspection and veto strategy for each overseer. To keep the analysis tractable, I

restrict attention to equilibria where the moderate status quo falls midway between the two

parties, such that m = l+r
2

, and where the extreme status quo is sufficiently distant such that

ui(e) >
ui(a)−(1−π)ui(m)

π
for i = E,L. (The latter assumption ensures that overseers prefer to

conduct an inspection before vetoing a proposal.) I also assume that the Agency is situated
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between the two parties, l < a < r.14 Proofs of all statements, along with a formal analysis

of the equilibrium are provided in Appendix A.

Since the purpose of the theoretical framework is to help empirically identify evidence of

Congress’s veto power, the focus here is on how the predictions of the two models differ, both

across periods of unified and divided government, as well as across transitions from periods

of unified and divided government, depending on which branch of government changes party.

To build intuition, consider first how the number of veto players differs between the two

models. The Executive is the only veto player in the baseline model because the Legislature

is neither necessary or sufficient for a veto. In the legislative veto model the Executive and

Legislature are, by assumption, both veto players. The Agency responds identically to each

veto player, regardless of whether it is the Legislature or Executive. For example, if the

status quo is extreme, q = e, the Agency always makes a proposal and always sets x = a,

the Agency’s ideal point, a move that both parties would find acceptable. If the status quo

is moderate, however, the Agency’s decision to set a new policy is more involved. If the

Agency moves the status quo, the Agency still prefers to set x = a over any other location,

although the Agency may resist moving the status quo in the first place. I characterize the

Agency’s decision-making in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 An Agency with ideal point a′ resists moving the moderate status quo, m, if any

of the following conditions hold:

(i) The Agency is located in a symmetric interval around m, a′ ∈ [a(s), ā(s)], such that

the sunk cost of making the proposal, s, is not worth the spatial payoff;

(ii) The Agency is located between the veto player(s) and m (e.g., l < a′ < m), and the

14This reflects both recent empirical findings (Clinton, Bertelli, et al. 2012), and the fact

that agencies are typically created out of political compromise between the parties (Moe

1989).
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probability of a political transition, p, where a veto player changes parties, is sufficiently

high such that l < â(p) < a′ < m, where â(p) is a cutpoint that decreases in p;

(iii) The Agency is on the opposite side of m from a veto player (e.g. l < m < a′) and the

prior probability of the extreme status quo falls below a cutpoint, π < π̂(a), whereby the

Agency moves m probabilistically to avoid an inspection (a mixed strategy).

If the Agency moves the moderate status quo, the Agency may withdraw the proposal

in the second period, if there is a political transition (a change in the preference of at least

one veto player). The following analysis explores these dynamics in more detail, including

a visual depiction of the equilibrium and the various cutpoints referenced in Lemma 1 (see

Figure 1).15

3.2.2 Empirical Implications

I focus first on the Agency’s proposal decision. The implications of the two models vary de-

pending on whether government is unified or divided; in the baseline model it does not matter

whether government is unified or divided because there is effectively only one veto player,

whereas in the legislative veto model, divided government imposes an additional constraint

on the Agency because the Legislature can unilaterally block the Agency’s proposal.

Proposition 1 In the legislative veto model:

(i) The Agency is more likely to propose a change to the status quo during unified govern-

ment than during divided government (in the baseline model, there is no difference in

productivity between unified and divided government); and

(ii) During divided government, Agency productivity does not increase as the Agency gets

closer to the Executive (in the baseline model, Agency productivity increases as the

15I state the withdrawal conditions formally in Lemma 5 of Appendix A.
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Agency gets closer to the Executive, regardless of the Legislature’s location).

The intuition behind Proposition 1 can be seen in Panel A of Figure 1, which shows the

regions in which the Agency will propose a change to the status quo as a function of the

spatial location of the Agency (the x-axis) and the prior probability that the status quo is

extreme (the y-axis). Without loss of generality, the presentation assumes that the Executive

is always located at party l. The shaded high-productivity regions are those where the Agency

always proposes to move the status quo, regardless of whether it is moderate or extreme.

(Intuitively, these high-productivity regions are more prevalent as π increases because the

overseers always prefer the Agency to move the extreme status quo.) The lightly shaded low-

productivity regions are those where the Agency only selectively moves the moderate status

quo (a mixed strategy), or never. Finally, the striped region in the lower left of the panel can

be either: it is high productivity only when all the veto players are located at party l and

low productivity when a veto player is located at r. Now consider part (i) of the proposition,

which states that only the legislative veto model predicts that the Agency’s productivity will

be higher during unified government. The striped region is high productivity in the baseline

model regardless of whether government is unified or divided, whereas in the legislative

veto model the striped region is only conditionally high productivity, that is, during unified

government. Consequently, agency productivity, ceteris paribus, only differs between unified

government and divided government when there are two veto players.

Part (ii) of the proposition states that the models also have different implications during

divided government for Agency productivity that depend on the Agency’s location. The

prediction of the baseline model can be clearly seen in Panel A, where productivity is higher

when the Agency is located closer to the Executive at l, regardless of whether government

is divided or unified. By contrast, the prediction of the legislative veto model is that the

striped region near the Executive is low productivity during divided government. This

reflects the fact that an Agency closer to the Executive at l is simultaneously constrained
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by the Legislature at r. (As an aside, note that both the baseline model and the legislative

veto model predict that Agency productivity should increase as the Agency gets closer to

the executive during unified government—that is, the striped region is a high-productivity

region in both models during unified government.)

The two models also differ with respect to their predictions about the Agency’s decision-

making after a political transition, such as from divided government to unified government.

I state the relevant implications in the next proposition.

Proposition 2 In the legislative veto model:

(i) After a unified-to-divided transition, where the party of the Legislature switches, there

is an increase in the probability that the proposal is withdrawn (in the baseline model,

there is no increase in the withdrawal probability);

(ii) After a unified-to-divided transition, where the party of the Legislature switches, the

probability of a withdrawal is increasing in the Agency’s distance from the new, second-

period, Legislature (again, in the baseline model, there is no increase in the withdrawal

probability); and

(iii) After a divided-to-unified transition, where the party of the Executive switches, there is

no increase in the probability that a proposal is withdrawn (in the baseline model, the

probability of a withdrawal always increases after an Executive transition).

Part (i) and (ii) relate to a legislative transition after a period of unified government.

In the baseline model, this has no impact on the Agency’s decision-making because the

Legislature is not a veto player. By contrast, in the legislative veto model, the Agency may

face a new veto threat from the second-period Legislature, although this depends on the

Agency’s spatial location. The relevant conditions can be seen in Panel B of Figure 1, which

depicts the regions in which the Agency will withdraw a proposal after different transition
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types. Without loss of generality, the presentation assumes that unified government always

takes place at party l. Consistent with parts (i) and (ii) of the proposition, consider a

transition to divided government after the Legislature moves from l to r. Withdrawals occur

in equilibrium in the lower left of the panel, depicted as the shaded withdrawal region. Note

that this region is closer ideologically to the first-period government (party l), and further

from the second-period Legislature (party r).16

Part (iii) of the proposition states that after a transition from divided to unified gov-

ernment when the Executive changes parties, the legislative veto model predicts no increase

in withdrawals. This contrasts with the baseline model, which always predicts an increase

in withdrawals after an Executive transition. These dynamics can also be seen in Panel B,

which again assumes that unified government takes place at party l, so a transition to uni-

fied government occurs after the Executive moves from r to l. In the legislative veto model,

divided government in the first period constrains the Agency sufficiently such that no pro-

posals are made that would subsequently be withdrawn when the Executive moves to l. By

contrast, in the baseline model, policymaking is not as constrained during divided govern-

ment, so the move by the Executive increases the withdrawal rate for Agencies located closer

to the first period Executive, as seen in the dotted region in the lower right of the panel.

(Note that the two models make identical predictions about other transition types, includ-

ing unified-to-divided transitions when the Executive switches parties and divided-to-unified

transitions when the Legislature switches parties.)

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]

16Within the withdrawal region, the rate of withdrawal also increases the closer the Agency

is located to l, due to the mixed strategy the Agency plays in this region, which involves

probabilistically keeping the initial proposal or withdrawing it.
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4 Empirical Strategy

Identification of Congress’s veto power is aided by the comparison of the two models. The

models are alike in that they both suggest that veto power should manifest in the rate at

which agencies make proposals and the rate at which they withdraw them. But their pre-

dictions about when veto power should manifest differ, especially with respect to agency

productivity in periods of unified and divided government (Proposition 1) and agency back-

tracking, or withdrawing proposals, across political transitions (Proposition 2).

I test the predictions associated with each proposition on patterns of federal regulatory

activity in the executive branch. This application is attractive for a number of reasons. For

one, presidents exercise an effective veto over executive branch agencies through the process

of regulatory review—a feature consistent with the assumptions of both the baseline and

legislative veto models.17 Regulatory policymaking is also complex and time-consuming,

which is consistent with the various “expert regulator” assumptions in both models, e.g. a

proposal takes two periods to mature. (In practice, regulatory proposals initiated in one

political environment are often not finished before a change in government.)18

I also use the theoretical framework to motivate the inclusion of a number of control

variables. Additional factors that influence agency planning need to be controlled for in order

to identify the relationships in each proposition. The reputational cost, k, that an agency

pays after a proposal is vetoed could, for example, be variable; the cost could change over

time, across agencies or depend on particular partisan environments. Republican congresses,

for example, might impose more reputational damage on wayward agencies. To account for

17Independent agencies are not subject to regulatory review (Chu and Shedd 2012).

18New administrations routinely inherit the regulatory proposals of their predecessors.

The data analyzed here suggest that over 20 percent of completed regulatory actions in a

given administration are inherited policy proposals from the preceding administration.
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these possibilities, as well as the political priorities of different parties (as reflected in the

inspection cost parameter, c), I control for which party controls each branch of government,

including the two chambers of Congress and the White House. I also control for agency

characteristics that are time invariant, which may capture, inter alia, the different policy

areas that agencies work in, and the degree to which extreme status quo locations in that

policy area are expected by political overseers (i.e., whether the value of π is large). Finally,

the model suggests that the probability of a political transition p may influence regulatory

planning. When necessary for identification, I include controls that are designed to capture

the probability of specific transition types.19

4.1 Data

I use the Unified Agenda of Federal Regulatory and Deregulatory Activity (the Unified

Agenda) to construct a balanced panel of regulatory activity for over 90 agencies during

the period from 1984 to 2012. For each year, the data track the status of all regulatory

proposals an agency is working on, where a proposal refers to a pending regulation that has

19 Figure 1 shows that if the transition probability is sufficiently large, that withdrawals

would not occur following a transition. For example, consider that the withdrawal region

in Panel B (shaded dark gray) shrinks from its right-most boundary, â(p), as p increases

(details are provided in Appendix A). As a result, excluding p from testing Proposition 2

parts (i) and (ii) or Proposition 1, would, at worst, produce a false negative, i.e. evidence of

no congressional veto power when influence exists. By contrast, measuring pE is necessary

to test part (iii) of Proposition 2, where omission of pE could yield an overdetermined result:

if pE is sufficiently large, both models predict no increase in withdrawals following a divided-

to-unified transition when the president changes parties. Increasing pE would shrink the

dotted withdrawal region in Panel B from its left boundary, â(pE).
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already been published as a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, or NPRM. The data identifies

when proposals have been finalized, that is, the publication of the final rule, or withdrawn.

From this, I constructed a proposal stockpile variable that counts the number of proposals

an agency is working on in a given year and updates as the agency finalizes or withdraws

proposals. More details on the data are provided in Appendix B.

A few features of the data merit emphasis. First, each NPRM is a published policy

proposal that is effectively endorsed by the president; each NPRM analyzed here falls under

the White House’s regulatory review purview, which means that any planned NPRM can

be preemptively blocked or changed by the president before publication, thus creating more

consistency with the theoretical assumption that the executive has veto rights.20 Second,

the data start the year following the Chadha v. INS decision that ruled the legislative

veto unconstitutional so the analysis covers a period when Congress could not formally veto

regulatory proposals.21 Finally, during the period of study neither party in Congress had a

partisan coalition large enough to override a presidential veto.

Each political transition variable takes on a value of 1 during the first year after a tran-

sition and a value of 0 otherwise. The divided-to-unified transitions, when the party in the

White House changes, occur in 1993, 2001 and 2009 and the unified-to-divided transitions,

when the party of Congress changes, occur in 1995 and 2007. Note that these transitions

are instances when Congress switches from one party controlling both chambers to another

20See Executive Order 12,866 and its successors, though consider also that White House

regulatory review has the discretion to investigate non-significant proposals, and frequently

does so (Heinzerling 2014).

21Data availability does not allow a pre- and post-Chadha analysis to evaluate whether

Congress’s post-Chadha veto power is as robust as when legislative vetoes were constitu-

tional.
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party controlling both chambers.22

To test Proposition 2 part (iii), I account for the probability of a presidential transition

using net presidential approval in the year before a presidential transition, as defined by

presidential approval less presidential disapproval.23

Finally, the analysis makes use of measures of agency ideology and agency-president ideo-

logical distance. Consistent with the theoretical framework, the measures of agency ideology

are chosen to capture the underlying preferences of the agency, such as the preferences of

the career staff, not the political staff. The agency ideal points are taken from a survey

of experts that asks respondents to rank agencies on a liberal-conservative scale based on

their long-standing orientation, and irrespective of any appointee effect (Clinton and Lewis

2008). The corresponding agency-president distance measure assumes that the presidents

occupy the bookends of the distribution; for example, Clinton’s ideal point is the ideal point

of the most liberal agency and George W. Bush’s ideal point is the ideal point of the most

conservative agency.24 For robustness, the analysis uses a second source for the agency ideal

point and distance measures. The audit score ideal points are based on a model of politi-

cal auditing that uses data on which agencies presidents target for regulatory review (Acs

2017). These scores recover estimates of agency and president ideology on the same scale by

bridging the auditing model to an ideal point model for congressional roll call data, where

22Appendix C shows results using more expansive definitions of a transition, including

cases when only one chamber of Congress changes party.

23Appendix C also considers alternative measures, including the seat share in Congress of

the president’s party in the year prior to a presidential transition and a number of economic

indicators.

24Other empirical studies of agency ideology find that an overwhelming majority of agen-

cies are ideologically moderate relative to elected officials in each branch (Clinton, Bertelli,

et al. 2012; Acs 2017).
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presidential “votes” are public positions on roll calls. More details on both measures are

provided in Appendix B.

4.2 Analysis

The analysis proceeds in two parts. I first test the implications of Proposition 1 and examine

how patterns of policymaking productivity vary as a function of whether government is

unified or divided and the ideological distance between agencies and presidents. I then turn

to Proposition 2 and examine whether political transitions increase withdrawals and whether

the withdrawals are related to an agency’s ideological orientation.

4.2.1 Policymaking Productivity

Proposition 1 concerns an agency’s policymaking productivity during periods when there is

no political transition (i.e., period one in the theoretical model). To investigate, I estimate

an empirical model where Yat, the number of proposals agency a makes in year t, follows an

overdispersed Poisson distribution Yat ∼ Poisson(λat, φ).25 Consistent with the implications

of Proposition 1, the conditional expectation of the count depends on the ideological distance

between an agency and the president, and on whether government is unified or divided,

E[Yat|Xat] =exp(αa + π1UNIF.GOVt + π2AGENCY.PRES.DISTat+

π3UNIF.GOVt × AGENCY.PRES.DISTat + π4Zt).

(1)

The indicator UNIF.GOVt takes a value of one for unified government, the spatial distance

between each agency and each president is given by AGENCY.PRES.DISTt, αa is an

agency fixed effect, and Zt includes time-varying controls that may affect productivity, such

25With the overdispersion parameter, the variance of Y is a linear function of the mean,

V ar(Yat) = φλat.
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as the transition years, the party in control of each branch, and whether the parties control

different chambers in Congress. Because variables like UNIF.GOVt vary only across years, I

estimate (1) using the method of generalized estimating equations (GEE), which calculates

robust standard errors that account for correlated observations within each year (Zorn 2001).

Equation (1) facilitates testing Proposition 1 because it can evaluate whether productivity

is higher, on average, during unified government (part (i)), and whether productivity varies

with the spatial distance between each agency and president (part (ii)). The results from

estimating (1) are shown in Table 1, and are largely consistent with Proposition 1. Looking

at model 1, productivity is higher, on average, during unified government than during divided

government, by about 16 percent. Models 2 and 3, which differ only in the agency-president

distance measure they use, include interaction effects, so their substantive implications can be

seen most clearly in the top panel of Figure 2, which plots the predicted number of proposals

using the parameter estimates from both models, and shows how productivity varies as

a function of an agency’s distance to the president and whether government is unified or

divided. Consistent with part (ii) of the proposition, during divided government there is no

indication that productivity increases for an agency located closer to the president, as the

baseline model predicts. Instead, during divided government, productivity has little to no

relationship with an agency’s distance to the president—if anything, productivity appears

slightly higher for agencies located closer to the legislature. (As an aside, during unified

government, productivity is higher for an agency located closer to the executive, which is

consistent with both the legislative veto model and the baseline model; agencies closest to

the president are about 30 percent more productive than those agencies furthest away.)

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]
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4.2.2 Political Transitions

I turn next to the implications associated with Proposition 2. I assume that Wat, the

number of withdrawn proposals for agency a in year t, also has an overdispersed Poisson

distribution, Wat ∼ Poisson(λat, φ), where φ is an overdispersion parameter. Consistent

with the implications of the proposition, the conditional expectation of the count depends

on whether it is a transition year, as well as the specific type of transition. The indicators

UNIF.TO.DIVt and DIV.TO.UNIFt take on a value of 1 for the first year following each

transition type, as discussed above, yielding the conditional expectation

λat = E[Wat|Xt] = Natexp(αa + β1UNIF.TO.DIVt + β2DIV.TO.UNIFt + γZt), (2)

where Nat counts the number of pending proposals (the stockpile variable) so that the model

can estimate the rate of withdrawal. The time-varying controls are included in Zt, and αa

denotes a fixed effect for each agency. As before, robust standard errors using GEE are

estimated to account for correlated observations within each time period.

The results from estimating (2) are shown in Table 2 and, by and large, are consistent

with the empirical implications of Proposition 2.26 For the transitions from unified to divided

government where Congress changes party, I find a 17 to 18 percent increase in the number

of withdrawn proposals in the year following the transition. Across all three models, the

coefficient on this transition type is statistically significant at the .05 level. Then, for the

transitions from divided to unified government where the president changes party, I find no

evidence of an increase in withdrawals. The results also do not appear to depend on the

26The results are robust to different specifications and estimating procedures, including

expanding the definition of a congressional transition, subsetting by significant proposals,

and using year random effects to account for within-year correlation across observations. See

Appendix C for more details.
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probability of a transition.27

To put the results in context, consider that a typical agency withdraws eight percent

of their pending proposals each year, or roughly one proposal per year on average. When

Congress changes parties following a unified-to-divided transition, this withdrawal rate in-

creases by 17 percent to yield a new withdrawal rate closer to 25 percent. Consequently,

each agency would withdraw about three proposals, corresponding to a threefold increase in

the number of withdrawals.

[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]

4.2.3 Transition Withdrawals and Agency Ideology

Proposition 2 also predicts that the withdrawal rate should be higher for agencies located

further from the new Congress (see part (ii)). I model the withdrawal rate using an overdis-

persed Poisson distribution with conditional expectation

λat = E[W̃at|Xt] =Ñatexp(γ0 + γ1IDEOLOGYa+

γ2UNIF.TO.DIV.REPt + γ3IDEOLOGYa × UNIF.TO.DIV.REPt).
(3)

The number of withdrawn proposals during transition year t for agency a is given by W̃at,

Ñat counts the corresponding proposal stockpile, as defined earlier, to estimate a rate. The

indicator UNIF.TO.DIV.REPt takes on a value of 1 for the 1995 Republican congres-

sional transition and 0 for the 2007 Democratic congressional transition. IDEOLOGYa

is a continuous variable that takes on larger values for conservative agencies, as measured

interchangeably by the Clinton-Lewis ideal points and the audit score ideal points.

27As discussed in footnote 19, the baseline model also implies that divided-to-unified tran-

sitions will not be followed by an increase in withdrawals if the probability of a presidential

transition is sufficiently high.
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[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

The substantive results from estimating equation (3) can be seen in the bottom panel of

Figure 2.28 Each curve shows the predicted rate at which an agency withdraws a proposal

from their stockpile as a function of the agency’s ideological position. The left panel shows

the Republican takeover of 1995 and the right panel shows the Democratic takeover of

2007. For the Clinton-Lewis ideology measure (solid line), in 1995 the predicted rate of

withdrawal increases from 0 for conservative agencies to nearly .75 for the most liberal

agencies. Conversely, in 2007, the rate of withdrawal increases from 0 for liberal agencies to

about .25 for the most conservative agencies. The overall patterns are similar across both

measures of agency ideology.

5 Veto Power and Congressional Oversight Actions

The analysis so far has focused on two specific manifestations of Congress’s veto power,

namely the rate at which agencies make proposals and the rate at which they withdraw

them—that is, how agencies anticipate veto power and set policy accordingly. This aspect

of veto power has been relatively unexplored in the literature, both theoretically and empir-

ically, although it is not the only way in which veto power manifests. Veto power can also

be observed in the actions taken by Congress, including any inspections of administrative

activity (e.g., hearings) and subsequent efforts to block that activity (e.g., limitation riders),

as suggested by the theoretical framework above. Notably, the legislative veto model pre-

28This plot uses the number of significant proposals that were withdrawn. Appendix C

provides more detail on these results, as well as a number of robustness checks that present

similar results using, for example, measures of president-agency distance, not just agency

ideology, on a panel similar to the one used to estimate equation (2).
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dicts different patterns of inspections and vetoes than the baseline model, patterns that are

largely confirmed by a number of existing studies.29

For one, only the legislative veto model predicts that inspections and vetoes should in-

crease during divided government (the baseline model implies that the frequency of inspec-

tions are unaffected by whether government is unified or divided). The legislative veto model

prediction is consistent with a number of studies that have focused on oversight actions taken

by Congress. Divided government is associated with more oversight hearings (Kriner and

Schickler 2016), and related investigations (Parker and Dull 2009). Divided government is

also associated with an increase in apparent veto activity, such as the findings that more

limitation riders are issued during divided government (Macdonald 2010), and that limita-

tion riders persist longer during uninterrupted periods of divided government (Macdonald

2013). Furthermore, with respect to transitions, only the legislative veto model predicts

that inspections should not increase after the president changes parties following a period

of divided government, at least not inspections designed to impose constraints on agencies

(see Proposition 2 part (iii)). Consistent with this, MacDonald and McGrath (2016) find

that while there is an increase in oversight hearings after such transitions, these hearings are

targeted at allied agencies, and are largely designed to stimulate the development of new

policies, not to overturn policies passed in the prior period of divided government.

Given the different ways in which veto power can manifest, it is illuminating to compare

how the anticipatory effects of veto power, as analyzed in this paper, compare to the direct

effects of veto power, as highlighted by the studies just mentioned. By some measures, the

anticipatory effects appear substantially larger. To offer one example, Congress issues an

average of just over 20 limitation riders each year to block agency regulations, a number that

increases to around 26 limitation riders during divided government (Macdonald 2010, p.780).

The anticipatory effect of veto power identified here, however, suggests that during divided

29Appendix A includes a formal analysis of these differences in Proposition 3.
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government, agencies actually reduce the number of proposals they make by about 100

proposals, with agencies located further from Congress reducing their output the most. Even

more striking, when Congress switches parties after a period of unified government, agencies

withdraw an average of nearly 300 proposals in the year following the transition, with the

withdrawals coming disproportionately from agencies located further from the new Congress.

In both cases, the magnitude of the anticipatory effect of veto power is considerably larger

than what can be observed from Congress’s effort to directly block actions taken by agencies,

at least when looking at the use of limitation riders.30

6 Conclusion

The claim that Congress can influence administrative policymaking is not new. What is less

appreciated, however, is that Congress can exert this influence unilaterally, that is, over the

apparent objection of the president and without the need for a veto-proof coalition. As dis-

cussed, much of the congressional control literature focuses on statutory vetoes as Congress’s

primary way to influence administrative policymaking (Ferejohn and Shipan 1990; Shipan

2004), or to shape related policy directives initiated by the president (Howell 2003; Deering

and Maltzman 1999). By contrast, and consistent with the findings presented here, scholars

have recently drawn attention to subtler ways that Congress can control administrators,

including leverage gained in the appropriations process (Macdonald 2010; Berry 2016), in-

vestigations (Parker and Dull 2009), and related oversight hearings (Kriner and Schwartz

2008). These activities do not give Congress the same legal authority to constrain admin-

istrators in the typical way that statutes do, but they can achieve similar results through

a host of different pathways, including degrading agency resources and morale (Marvel and

30Of course, limitation riders are only one veto-like tool at Congress’s disposal, so a compre-

hensive comparison would need to aggregate all related oversight actions taken by Congress.
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McGrath 2016), and undercutting their public support (Kriner and Schickler 2016). In this

paper, I show that the scope of Congress’s veto power over administrative policymaking, in

the aggregate at least, appears to be substantial.

While my focus has been on Congress, the findings have important implications for un-

derstanding presidential power and, more specifically, presidential influence over the admin-

istrative process. For one, presidents may be more constrained than commonly appreciated,

especially with respect to the latitude they have to act unilaterally, such as by directing

agencies to initiate regulatory actions. Howell (2003, p.15), for example, argues that pres-

idents should be chiefly concerned about super-majority coalitions in Congress that could

overturn an executive action by statute—a claim that is broadly consistent with the assump-

tions of the baseline model analyzed here. What I find instead is that Congress does not

need a super-majority coalition to constrain administrative activity, suggesting that many

of the so-called unilateral actions taken by presidents are largely sanctioned by Congress.

Consistent with this, fewer executive orders are issued during divided government (Bolton

and Thrower 2016; Howell 2003), and the ones that are issued appear to be less ambitious

in scope (Bailey and Rottinghaus 2014; Fine and Warber 2012).

Nonetheless, presidency scholars typically explain this finding that executive orders de-

crease in number during divided government by appealing to a particular model of delegation

and statutory control developed by Epstein and O’Halloran (1996). In short, the idea is that

during divided government Congress will pass a statute to restrict the amount of discretion

given to administrative agencies and, by extension, the president (e.g., Bolton and Thrower

(2016, p.652)). It is, however, not clear what incentive a president has to sign a statute

to restrict his discretion during divided government (Volden 2002).31 Furthermore, since

31In a model of separation-of-powers policymaking, Volden (2002, p.125) shows that the

legislature cannot restrict discretion once it has been granted unless the executive agrees

to do so. Related to this, Callander and Krehbiel (2014) study a model where legislative
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parties in Congress rarely have a supermajority sufficient to legislate without the president,

Congress’s leverage over the president is unlikely to be backed by the threat of statutory

change. More likely, Congress relies on its many informal ways of exerting influence, as

suggested by the analysis above.

I close with some caveats and directions for future research. First off, Congress’s veto

power is likely based in part on oversight tools that are not legally binding. One consequence

of this is that any individual effort by Congress to constrain administrators is unlikely to be

foolproof. Administrators can ignore congressional letters, hearings, language in committee

reports, and they can even attempt to circumvent restrictions in an appropriations bill.

Related to this, and with respect to appropriations riders, presidents may also be able to

limit Congress’s leverage over the appropriations process in certain cases. Presidents can use

veto threats to reduce the number of unwanted riders, and the credibility of these threats may

increase with the salience of the administrative action that the president seeks to protect,

thus diminishing Congress’s leverage (Hassell and Kernell 2016).

The analysis also does not touch on the precise source of Congress’s veto power. As dis-

cussed, in some instances it may be possible to identify the relevant actors in Congress, such

as the example of CMS’s decision to withdraw a proposed rule on physician reimbursements

after receiving a letter from lawmakers. In other cases, however, an agency may backtrack

without direct prodding from Congress, simply anticipating a backlash down the road. Re-

lated to this, future studies could look at whether the effects identified here are conditional

on the preferences of specific actors within Congress, including veto override pivots and key

oversight committees. As discussed, the differential effects these actors have on administra-

tive policymaking may be subtle, given that committees controlled by the same party will

have relatively similar ideological preferences, as will presidents and veto pivots, likely re-

quiring additional statistical power to detect. Future studies might be able to identify these

gridlock ensues after a legislature’s initial delegation decision.
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effects by exploiting a longer time series, or by leveraging variation across different settings,

such as a state-level analysis of administrative policymaking.
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Table 1: Policymaking Productivity (GEE Poisson)

(1) (2) (3)

Unified Government 0.160∗ 0.420∗∗ 0.250∗∗

(0.070) (0.100) (0.068)
Agency-President Distance (CL) 0.054∗

(0.022)
Agency-President Distance (AS) 0.004

(0.092)
Unif. Gov × Agency-Pres. Dist. (CL) −0.150∗∗

(0.035)
Unif. Gov × Agency-Pres. Dist. (AS) −0.130∗∗

(0.046)

Partisan controls

Republican President −0.036 −0.025 −0.066
(0.048) (0.048) (0.044)

Republican House 0.140∗ 0.140∗ 0.140∗

(0.061) (0.066) (0.069)
Republican Senate −0.170∗∗ −0.170∗∗ −0.150∗

(0.062) (0.062) (0.059)

Additional controls

Divided Chambers −0.055 −0.060 −0.089
(0.058) (0.060) (0.057)

Congressional Transition Year 0.130∗ 0.110 0.160∗∗

(0.062) (0.061) (0.042)
Presidential Transition Year −0.220∗∗ −0.200∗ −0.280∗∗

(0.076) (0.082) (0.072)

Agency Fixed Effects X X X
Time Trend X X X
Observations 2,604 2,520 1,736

Note: CL references the Clinton-Lewis scores and AS references the audit
scores. GEE models are estimated using an exchangeable correlation struc-
ture for within-year units. Models 2 and 3 use fewer observations because
the agency ideology measures are unavailable for some agencies. ∗p<0.05;
∗∗p<0.01
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Table 2: Withdrawn Proposals (GEE Poisson)

(1) (2) (3)

Divided to Unified (Pres. Trans.) −0.160 0.110 0.110
(0.240) (0.200) (0.200)

Unified to Divided (Cong. Trans.) 1.200∗∗∗ 1.200∗∗∗ 1.200∗∗∗

(0.170) (0.140) (0.140)

Partisan Controls

Republican President −0.350 −0.280 −0.270
(0.180) (0.180) (0.180)

Republican House 0.810∗∗ 1.000∗∗∗ 1.000∗∗∗

(0.280) (0.310) (0.310)
Republican Senate −0.140 −0.210 −0.220

(0.230) (0.230) (0.240)
Republican Congress −0.600 −0.690 −0.680

(0.360) (0.360) (0.360)
Unified Republican Government 0.270 0.290 0.290

(0.250) (0.240) (0.240)

Additional Controls

Pres. Transition Probability 0.002
(0.002)

Pres. Trans. Prob. × Pres. Transition 0.018∗∗ 0.017∗

(0.007) (0.007)

Agency Fixed Effects X X X
Time Trend X X X
Offset (Nat) X X X
Observations 2,604 2,604 2,604

Note: GEE models are estimated using an exchangeable correlation
structure for within-year units. ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Figure 1: Equilibrium Regions
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Withdrawal after executive transition r → l (baseline model only)

No withdrawals

Notes: The y-axis is the prior probability that the status quo is extreme, π, and the x-axis
is the ideal point of the Agency, a. The cutpoints (e.g., â(p)) are discussed in Lemma 1 and
defined formally in Appendix A. The other model parameters are set to the following values:
m = 0; l = −1; r = 1; k = 1; s = .05; pE = .3; and p = .5.
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Figure 2: Predicted Outcomes
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Note: Confidence intervals at the 95-percent level shown for the Clinton-Lewis distance
measure. In the top panel, divided government is a Republican president and a Democratic
Congress and unified government is a Democratic president and a Democratic Congress.
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